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Silicon Detectors for vertex measurement

• Double-sided silicon strip 
detectors where on the bleeding 
edge of R&D at that time
• It was clear they would enable 

the measurement of secondary 
vertices and improve a large 
fraction of LEP physics
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Prime prove di 
fabbricazione in casa
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Tecnologia non banale
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Technology developed with CSEM, Neuchatel
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I wafer doppia faccia prodotti da CSEM
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Misure e caratterizzazione
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M.A.Giorgi M.A.Giorgi F.Forti



Funziona !
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Bassa corrente

Isolamento delle strip lato ohmico



Varie 
soluzioni e 
competizione
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Elettronica 
di lettura



Module layout
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Assemblaggio 
complesso
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A.Profeti, INFN-Pisa
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Mezzo modulo
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Modulo completo
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Incollaggi e allineamenti
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G.Tonelli G.TonelliG.Batignani
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Meccanica



Mock-up della beam pipe per testare la struttura meccanica
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F.Bosi 
F.Bosi G.Tonelli

Aggiustaggi



… a volte ci vuole anche la fresa
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G.Triggiani

Calendari
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Initial schedule 
a bit optimistic

1990



Installazione
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F.Forti

M.Giorgi

A.Schwartz

H.Becker



VDET 1991
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Better mechanics. Complete coverage

E.FocardiE.Focardi G.Tonelli

More collaboration, less competition



Completed
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G.Tonelli, M.Favati. M.A.Giorgi, A.Profeti, E.Focardi, G.Triggiani, F.Bosi
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VDET200 (1995)

• Improve angular 
acceptance, reduce 
material
• Use fanout circuits to 

read z side
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Performance



Example of measurement: B hadron lifetime

• One of the first measurement involving secondary 
vertices: 1993 à 1996
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ing ratios for decays of  the type #1 B --* D(*)ngu have 
not been measured. This type of  decay is impor tant  
because it contributes to the amount  of  B meson of  
the "wrong" species in the two samples. 

The ~0 and B -  content o f  the two samples were 
calculated using the following method: the relevant 
semileptonic branching ratios for ~o mesons were 
taken from measurements  at the T(4S) energy. Where 
measurements  were incomplete,  reasonable assump- 
tions based on isospin conservation were applied. The 
B -  branching fractions were then obtained from 

B(B- --~ g - X )  = r -  B ( B °  -+ *-X'), 
"C o 

(6) 

which derives from the expectation that the part ial  
semileptonic decay widths are equal. The sample co- 
efficients were then calculated by considering the ~o 
and B -  decay channels that  contribute to the D * + g -  
and D ° g -  samples. As a consequence of  this proce- 
dure, the coefficients f_*, f0*, f o  and f0 ° appearing 
in the hkel ihood function (eq. (5))  depend on the 
lifetime ratio. The full calculation, given in detail  in 
the Appendix,  shows that the D* + g - sample contains 
mostly ~0 decays and the D ° g -  sample mostly B - .  
For  example, i f  the lifetimes were equal, one would 
obtain f0* = 0.73 and f *  = 0.10 for the D*+g - sam- 
ple and f_o = 0.64 and f0 ° = 0.20 for the D ° g -  sam- 
ple. 

The technique of  taking only the measured ~-0 
branching fractions and calculating the B -  branching 
fractions using eq. (6) prevents the int roduct ion of  a 
l ifetime bias into the measurement,  as would be the 
case, for example, i f  both the ~-o and B -  branching 
fractions were taken from previous measurements.  
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Ftg. 5. Proper Ume distributions with result of the fit over- 
laid for the two samples, a) D*+g- events, b) D°g-  events. 
The solid curve shows the result of the full fit, includmg the 
event ratio constramt. The dashed curve corresponds to the 
fit without the event ratio reformation. 

1 "10 +028 (stat.) ± 0.06 (syst.) ps ,  T-- : ~.Ju_027 

where the sources of  systematic error are discussed in 
section 6. The two lifetimes are consistent with the 
average b hadron lifetime and the ratio of  the lifetimes 
is consistent with unity. The proper  t ime distr ibutions 
for the two samples are shown in fig. 5, with the results 
of  the fit overlaid (dashed curve).  

As a check on the procedure, a measurement  of  
the D O lifetime has been performed. The D O flight 
distance is calculated as the distance between the B 
and D O decay vertices. An unbinned l ikelihood fit to 
the 154 events yields 

5.3. Fi t  results too = 0.39 + 0.04 (star.) ps ,  

A max imum likelihood fit to the proper  Ume dis- 
t r ibutions of  the D*+g - and DOg - events was per- 
formed to determine the two free parameters  z0 and 
r_ .  The resulting lifetime values are 

in good agreement with the world average value qm = 
0.420 zk 0.008 ps [ 16 ]. 

5.4. Event  ratm constrmnt 

1 ~ 4  + 0 2 5  + 0 0 6  Zo . . . . . .  023 (stat .)-oo5 (syst.) ps ,  

#1 ~ ~ D(*)ngg is used to denote decays with non- 
resonant ~ producUon as well as decays of the type B 
D**gv. 

The statistical precision of  the lifetime measure- 
ment  can be enhanced significantly i f  the relative rates 
of  D*+g - and DOg - events are taken into consider- 
ation. As for the sample composit ions,  the expected 
ratio of  the number  of  D*+g - events to the number  
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Table 1 
Fitted D O mass and number of D O candidates and background events falling within a mass window of -t-2a. 

Subsample Mass (MeV/c 2) Signal events Background events 

D*+t - D ° ~ K - ~  + 1866+2 28.4-4-5.4 223=1.1 
D*+g - D°-~K-zc+rc-n+n - 18644-2 40.74-7.2 6.7±4.0 
DOg - D° ~ K - n  + 1864-4-2 65.9-4-8.8 11.7=t=40 

10 June 1993 

4. Decay length and proper time 

Events reconstructed with a D O mass within two 
s tandard deviat ions of  the fi t ted D O mass were se- 
lected for the lifetime analysis, resulting in 77 D*+g- 
and 77 D°g- candidates.  The decay length has been 
calculated for these events by reconstructing the pn -  
mary and B decay vertices in three dimensions.  

The pr imary vertex reconstruction algorithm com- 
bines the average beam position, de termined from 
data  for each run, with the track informat ion from the 
part icular  event. After grouping the tracks into jets, 
tracks wathm each part icular  jet  were projected into 
the plane perpendicular  to the jet  direction. This re- 
moves any dependence on the lifetime of  the particle 
in the approximat ion that  the je t  axis reproduces the 
direction of  the b hadron. The pr imary  vertex was then 
calculated as the point  that  was most consistent with 
the projected tracks and the beam envelope, which was 
taken as the average beam posi t ion with the dimen-  
sions of  the LEP beam spot (N 150 a m  x 10 a m  × 1 
cm).  Using this algori thm on sxmulated bb events, 
an average resolution of  the pr imary vertex posi t ion 
projected along the event sphericity axis of  85 a m  is 
obtained. 

The B decay vertex was obtained by first recon- 
structing the D o decay vertex using its known decay 
tracks and then extrapolating the neutral D O track 
backwards where it was combined with the lepton to 
form the B decay vertex (fig. 2 ). In the case of  D*+g-  
events, the soft pion from the D *+ decay does not im- 
prove the resolution on the B decay length and was 
therefore not used in the reconstruction of  the B ver- 
tex. 

The best  estimates of  the B decay length 3 and its 
error aa are obtained by combining the reconstructed 
pr imary and secondary vertices with the B flight di- 
rection, using the formulas 

200 
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Fig. 2. Schematic representahon of a typical B decay into 
DOg-. 

n,a[]lxj 1 
d = ~ , j  n, G71n j ,  a ~ = ~ , j  n,a,Ttnj,  (1) 

to the B decay vertex position, n, is the vector of  di- 
rection cosines of  the B flight direction, and G71 is 
the inverse of  the sum of  the error matrices of  the 
pr imary and B vertices. The uncertainty on the flight 
direction due to the missing neutrino induces a negli- 
gible error on the decay length. The resolution on the 
B decay length is typically about 300 #m, compared 
with an average B decay length of  ~ 2.6 m m  (assum- 
ing % = 1.49 ps and an average B momentum of  
30 GeV/c ) .  

The proper  t ime for a decay is the decay length 
divided by flyc = p /m ,  however since these events 
contain an undetected neutrino, the B momentum is 
not known. A good approximat ion to the proper  t ime t 
is obtained by using the D(*)g system when evaluating 

a aa (2) 
t -  (flyc)oe' a t -  (flyC)oe" 

Then ~ is defined as 

~ c -  (flY)De (3) 
(/?v)B " 

Charged B
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Fig. 2. The vertex detector hit separation for tracks passing 
through overlapping wafers in (a) the ~I#J view and (b) the rz 
view. 

3.2. Drift chamber 

The vertex detector is surrounded by a conventional 
cylindrical drift chamber [1,3]. It measures the r$~ position 
of a track on eight concentric layers of hexagonal drift 
cells at radii between 16 and 26 cm, with adjacent layers 
staggered by half a cell width. The resolution depends on 
the drift length in the cell, with an average of 150 pm. The 
position of tracks along the beam direction is also deter- 
mined by measuring the difference in arrival time of the 
signals at each end of the wires. This has a resolution of a 
few cm and is not used in the standard tracking, but allows 
the implementation of a three-dimensional first-level track 
trigger [3]. 

The position of the drift chamber relative to the TPC is 
determined with data. Initial values of the alignment con- 
stants are determined with the help of cosmic ray tracks 
and survey data. The three translational alignment parame- 
ters and the three Euler angles relative to the TPC are then 
measured with tracks from the processes Z -+ p*t.- and 
Z -+ qq, by minimizing the residuals between the mea- 
sured hits and the expected hit positions of tracks extrapo- 
lated from the TPC into the drift chamber. 

3.3. Time projection chamber 

The TPC [1,4] provides 21 three-dimensional space- 
point measurements for fully contained tracks at radii 
between 30 and 180 cm. The ionization charge is recorded 
at two end-plates by a system of proportional wire cham- 
bers (known as sectors), read out using segmented cathode 
pads arranged in 21 concentric circles. 

The relative alignment of the 18 sectors on each end- 
plate is determined with two-track events from the process 
Z -+ CL+tJ-, where the radially outgoing muons have their 
momentum constrained to the beam energy in the fit. The 
positions of each sector in the ~I#J and rz planes are 
determined by minimizing the azimuthal and longitudinal 
deviations between track segments fitted in the individual 

sectors and track segments fitted in the inner tracking 
detectors. 

The quality of the track reconstruction in the TPC 
depends critically on precise knowledge of systematic 
distortions of the tracks during the drift of their ionization 
towards the end-plates. Distortions due to inhomogeneities 
of the magnetic and electric fields are determined from a 
magnetic field map, as measured in 1987 [l], and from the 
straightness of reconstructed laser tracks in the TPC. A 
detailed description of the methods to calibrate drift-field 
distortions with the laser system can be found in Ref. [4]. 

For the measurement of z coordinates one needs to 
know the drift velocity of electrons in the TPC gas and the 
time difference between the beam crossing and the start of 
digitization. This time difference is constant, so the drift 
velocity can be set by requiring that the tracks from 
hadronic Z events in the two halves of the TPC come from 
the same origin. The drift velocity change is determined 
and updated on a run-by-run basis in a precursor to the full 
event reconstruction. The method is regularly monitored 
by comparing the track polar angle reconstructed in the 
TPC to that observed in the vertex detector, and also by 
comparing measurements from the laser system. 

After all corrections an overall azimuthal coordinate 
resolution of a,, = 173 pm [4] is measured with leptonic 
Z decays for isolated coordinates. The longitudinal resolu- 
tion is crz = 740 pm for tracks with polar angles within 
10” of perpendicular to the beams. The resolution depends 
on the drift length and the orientation of the track relative 
to pads and wires. The measured dependence of the resolu- 
tion has been parametrized and is used to calculate the 
coordinate errors in the track fit. 

3.4. Track reconstruction 

Tracks are reconstructed starting in the TPC. Nearby 
hits are linked to form track segments, and the segments 
are connected to make tracks by requiring consistency with 
a helix hypothesis. These track candidates are extrapolated 
to the inner detectors where consistent hits are assigned. 
Coordinate errors are determined using the preliminary 
track parameters. The final track fit based on Kalman filter 
[5] techniques uses these errors and takes into account 
multiple scattering between each measurement. The track 
finding efficiency in the TPC has been studied using 
Monte Carlo simulation. In hadronic Z events, 98.6% of 
tracks that cross at least four pad rows in the TPC are 
reconstructed successfully; the small inefficiency, due to 
track overlaps and cracks, is reproduced to better than 
lop3 by the simulation. The efficiency of associating a 
vertex detector hit to an isolated track is about 94% per 
layer, within the geometrical acceptance. 

The performance of the track reconstruction is studied 
using Z -+ ~,+II.- decays. Fig. 3 shows the ratio of the 
beam energy to the measured momentum for tracks from 
dimuon events. Here a track is required to have at least 19 
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Fig. 2. The vertex detector hit separation for tracks passing 
through overlapping wafers in (a) the ~I#J view and (b) the rz 
view. 

3.2. Drift chamber 

The vertex detector is surrounded by a conventional 
cylindrical drift chamber [1,3]. It measures the r$~ position 
of a track on eight concentric layers of hexagonal drift 
cells at radii between 16 and 26 cm, with adjacent layers 
staggered by half a cell width. The resolution depends on 
the drift length in the cell, with an average of 150 pm. The 
position of tracks along the beam direction is also deter- 
mined by measuring the difference in arrival time of the 
signals at each end of the wires. This has a resolution of a 
few cm and is not used in the standard tracking, but allows 
the implementation of a three-dimensional first-level track 
trigger [3]. 

The position of the drift chamber relative to the TPC is 
determined with data. Initial values of the alignment con- 
stants are determined with the help of cosmic ray tracks 
and survey data. The three translational alignment parame- 
ters and the three Euler angles relative to the TPC are then 
measured with tracks from the processes Z -+ p*t.- and 
Z -+ qq, by minimizing the residuals between the mea- 
sured hits and the expected hit positions of tracks extrapo- 
lated from the TPC into the drift chamber. 

3.3. Time projection chamber 

The TPC [1,4] provides 21 three-dimensional space- 
point measurements for fully contained tracks at radii 
between 30 and 180 cm. The ionization charge is recorded 
at two end-plates by a system of proportional wire cham- 
bers (known as sectors), read out using segmented cathode 
pads arranged in 21 concentric circles. 

The relative alignment of the 18 sectors on each end- 
plate is determined with two-track events from the process 
Z -+ CL+tJ-, where the radially outgoing muons have their 
momentum constrained to the beam energy in the fit. The 
positions of each sector in the ~I#J and rz planes are 
determined by minimizing the azimuthal and longitudinal 
deviations between track segments fitted in the individual 

sectors and track segments fitted in the inner tracking 
detectors. 

The quality of the track reconstruction in the TPC 
depends critically on precise knowledge of systematic 
distortions of the tracks during the drift of their ionization 
towards the end-plates. Distortions due to inhomogeneities 
of the magnetic and electric fields are determined from a 
magnetic field map, as measured in 1987 [l], and from the 
straightness of reconstructed laser tracks in the TPC. A 
detailed description of the methods to calibrate drift-field 
distortions with the laser system can be found in Ref. [4]. 

For the measurement of z coordinates one needs to 
know the drift velocity of electrons in the TPC gas and the 
time difference between the beam crossing and the start of 
digitization. This time difference is constant, so the drift 
velocity can be set by requiring that the tracks from 
hadronic Z events in the two halves of the TPC come from 
the same origin. The drift velocity change is determined 
and updated on a run-by-run basis in a precursor to the full 
event reconstruction. The method is regularly monitored 
by comparing the track polar angle reconstructed in the 
TPC to that observed in the vertex detector, and also by 
comparing measurements from the laser system. 

After all corrections an overall azimuthal coordinate 
resolution of a,, = 173 pm [4] is measured with leptonic 
Z decays for isolated coordinates. The longitudinal resolu- 
tion is crz = 740 pm for tracks with polar angles within 
10” of perpendicular to the beams. The resolution depends 
on the drift length and the orientation of the track relative 
to pads and wires. The measured dependence of the resolu- 
tion has been parametrized and is used to calculate the 
coordinate errors in the track fit. 

3.4. Track reconstruction 

Tracks are reconstructed starting in the TPC. Nearby 
hits are linked to form track segments, and the segments 
are connected to make tracks by requiring consistency with 
a helix hypothesis. These track candidates are extrapolated 
to the inner detectors where consistent hits are assigned. 
Coordinate errors are determined using the preliminary 
track parameters. The final track fit based on Kalman filter 
[5] techniques uses these errors and takes into account 
multiple scattering between each measurement. The track 
finding efficiency in the TPC has been studied using 
Monte Carlo simulation. In hadronic Z events, 98.6% of 
tracks that cross at least four pad rows in the TPC are 
reconstructed successfully; the small inefficiency, due to 
track overlaps and cracks, is reproduced to better than 
lop3 by the simulation. The efficiency of associating a 
vertex detector hit to an isolated track is about 94% per 
layer, within the geometrical acceptance. 

The performance of the track reconstruction is studied 
using Z -+ ~,+II.- decays. Fig. 3 shows the ratio of the 
beam energy to the measured momentum for tracks from 
dimuon events. Here a track is required to have at least 19 
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• One of the first measurement involving secondary 
vertices: 1993 à 1996
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Fig. 2. The vertex detector hit separation for tracks passing 
through overlapping wafers in (a) the ~I#J view and (b) the rz 
view. 

3.2. Drift chamber 

The vertex detector is surrounded by a conventional 
cylindrical drift chamber [1,3]. It measures the r$~ position 
of a track on eight concentric layers of hexagonal drift 
cells at radii between 16 and 26 cm, with adjacent layers 
staggered by half a cell width. The resolution depends on 
the drift length in the cell, with an average of 150 pm. The 
position of tracks along the beam direction is also deter- 
mined by measuring the difference in arrival time of the 
signals at each end of the wires. This has a resolution of a 
few cm and is not used in the standard tracking, but allows 
the implementation of a three-dimensional first-level track 
trigger [3]. 

The position of the drift chamber relative to the TPC is 
determined with data. Initial values of the alignment con- 
stants are determined with the help of cosmic ray tracks 
and survey data. The three translational alignment parame- 
ters and the three Euler angles relative to the TPC are then 
measured with tracks from the processes Z -+ p*t.- and 
Z -+ qq, by minimizing the residuals between the mea- 
sured hits and the expected hit positions of tracks extrapo- 
lated from the TPC into the drift chamber. 

3.3. Time projection chamber 

The TPC [1,4] provides 21 three-dimensional space- 
point measurements for fully contained tracks at radii 
between 30 and 180 cm. The ionization charge is recorded 
at two end-plates by a system of proportional wire cham- 
bers (known as sectors), read out using segmented cathode 
pads arranged in 21 concentric circles. 

The relative alignment of the 18 sectors on each end- 
plate is determined with two-track events from the process 
Z -+ CL+tJ-, where the radially outgoing muons have their 
momentum constrained to the beam energy in the fit. The 
positions of each sector in the ~I#J and rz planes are 
determined by minimizing the azimuthal and longitudinal 
deviations between track segments fitted in the individual 

sectors and track segments fitted in the inner tracking 
detectors. 

The quality of the track reconstruction in the TPC 
depends critically on precise knowledge of systematic 
distortions of the tracks during the drift of their ionization 
towards the end-plates. Distortions due to inhomogeneities 
of the magnetic and electric fields are determined from a 
magnetic field map, as measured in 1987 [l], and from the 
straightness of reconstructed laser tracks in the TPC. A 
detailed description of the methods to calibrate drift-field 
distortions with the laser system can be found in Ref. [4]. 

For the measurement of z coordinates one needs to 
know the drift velocity of electrons in the TPC gas and the 
time difference between the beam crossing and the start of 
digitization. This time difference is constant, so the drift 
velocity can be set by requiring that the tracks from 
hadronic Z events in the two halves of the TPC come from 
the same origin. The drift velocity change is determined 
and updated on a run-by-run basis in a precursor to the full 
event reconstruction. The method is regularly monitored 
by comparing the track polar angle reconstructed in the 
TPC to that observed in the vertex detector, and also by 
comparing measurements from the laser system. 

After all corrections an overall azimuthal coordinate 
resolution of a,, = 173 pm [4] is measured with leptonic 
Z decays for isolated coordinates. The longitudinal resolu- 
tion is crz = 740 pm for tracks with polar angles within 
10” of perpendicular to the beams. The resolution depends 
on the drift length and the orientation of the track relative 
to pads and wires. The measured dependence of the resolu- 
tion has been parametrized and is used to calculate the 
coordinate errors in the track fit. 

3.4. Track reconstruction 

Tracks are reconstructed starting in the TPC. Nearby 
hits are linked to form track segments, and the segments 
are connected to make tracks by requiring consistency with 
a helix hypothesis. These track candidates are extrapolated 
to the inner detectors where consistent hits are assigned. 
Coordinate errors are determined using the preliminary 
track parameters. The final track fit based on Kalman filter 
[5] techniques uses these errors and takes into account 
multiple scattering between each measurement. The track 
finding efficiency in the TPC has been studied using 
Monte Carlo simulation. In hadronic Z events, 98.6% of 
tracks that cross at least four pad rows in the TPC are 
reconstructed successfully; the small inefficiency, due to 
track overlaps and cracks, is reproduced to better than 
lop3 by the simulation. The efficiency of associating a 
vertex detector hit to an isolated track is about 94% per 
layer, within the geometrical acceptance. 

The performance of the track reconstruction is studied 
using Z -+ ~,+II.- decays. Fig. 3 shows the ratio of the 
beam energy to the measured momentum for tracks from 
dimuon events. Here a track is required to have at least 19 
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Fig. 2. The vertex detector hit separation for tracks passing 
through overlapping wafers in (a) the ~I#J view and (b) the rz 
view. 

3.2. Drift chamber 

The vertex detector is surrounded by a conventional 
cylindrical drift chamber [1,3]. It measures the r$~ position 
of a track on eight concentric layers of hexagonal drift 
cells at radii between 16 and 26 cm, with adjacent layers 
staggered by half a cell width. The resolution depends on 
the drift length in the cell, with an average of 150 pm. The 
position of tracks along the beam direction is also deter- 
mined by measuring the difference in arrival time of the 
signals at each end of the wires. This has a resolution of a 
few cm and is not used in the standard tracking, but allows 
the implementation of a three-dimensional first-level track 
trigger [3]. 

The position of the drift chamber relative to the TPC is 
determined with data. Initial values of the alignment con- 
stants are determined with the help of cosmic ray tracks 
and survey data. The three translational alignment parame- 
ters and the three Euler angles relative to the TPC are then 
measured with tracks from the processes Z -+ p*t.- and 
Z -+ qq, by minimizing the residuals between the mea- 
sured hits and the expected hit positions of tracks extrapo- 
lated from the TPC into the drift chamber. 

3.3. Time projection chamber 

The TPC [1,4] provides 21 three-dimensional space- 
point measurements for fully contained tracks at radii 
between 30 and 180 cm. The ionization charge is recorded 
at two end-plates by a system of proportional wire cham- 
bers (known as sectors), read out using segmented cathode 
pads arranged in 21 concentric circles. 

The relative alignment of the 18 sectors on each end- 
plate is determined with two-track events from the process 
Z -+ CL+tJ-, where the radially outgoing muons have their 
momentum constrained to the beam energy in the fit. The 
positions of each sector in the ~I#J and rz planes are 
determined by minimizing the azimuthal and longitudinal 
deviations between track segments fitted in the individual 

sectors and track segments fitted in the inner tracking 
detectors. 

The quality of the track reconstruction in the TPC 
depends critically on precise knowledge of systematic 
distortions of the tracks during the drift of their ionization 
towards the end-plates. Distortions due to inhomogeneities 
of the magnetic and electric fields are determined from a 
magnetic field map, as measured in 1987 [l], and from the 
straightness of reconstructed laser tracks in the TPC. A 
detailed description of the methods to calibrate drift-field 
distortions with the laser system can be found in Ref. [4]. 

For the measurement of z coordinates one needs to 
know the drift velocity of electrons in the TPC gas and the 
time difference between the beam crossing and the start of 
digitization. This time difference is constant, so the drift 
velocity can be set by requiring that the tracks from 
hadronic Z events in the two halves of the TPC come from 
the same origin. The drift velocity change is determined 
and updated on a run-by-run basis in a precursor to the full 
event reconstruction. The method is regularly monitored 
by comparing the track polar angle reconstructed in the 
TPC to that observed in the vertex detector, and also by 
comparing measurements from the laser system. 

After all corrections an overall azimuthal coordinate 
resolution of a,, = 173 pm [4] is measured with leptonic 
Z decays for isolated coordinates. The longitudinal resolu- 
tion is crz = 740 pm for tracks with polar angles within 
10” of perpendicular to the beams. The resolution depends 
on the drift length and the orientation of the track relative 
to pads and wires. The measured dependence of the resolu- 
tion has been parametrized and is used to calculate the 
coordinate errors in the track fit. 

3.4. Track reconstruction 

Tracks are reconstructed starting in the TPC. Nearby 
hits are linked to form track segments, and the segments 
are connected to make tracks by requiring consistency with 
a helix hypothesis. These track candidates are extrapolated 
to the inner detectors where consistent hits are assigned. 
Coordinate errors are determined using the preliminary 
track parameters. The final track fit based on Kalman filter 
[5] techniques uses these errors and takes into account 
multiple scattering between each measurement. The track 
finding efficiency in the TPC has been studied using 
Monte Carlo simulation. In hadronic Z events, 98.6% of 
tracks that cross at least four pad rows in the TPC are 
reconstructed successfully; the small inefficiency, due to 
track overlaps and cracks, is reproduced to better than 
lop3 by the simulation. The efficiency of associating a 
vertex detector hit to an isolated track is about 94% per 
layer, within the geometrical acceptance. 

The performance of the track reconstruction is studied 
using Z -+ ~,+II.- decays. Fig. 3 shows the ratio of the 
beam energy to the measured momentum for tracks from 
dimuon events. Here a track is required to have at least 19 
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Fig. 3. Proper time distributions with result of thie fit overlaid for the two 
samples, a) D'~ i* events; b) I^'t' events; the dashed curves represent 
the background contribution to the fit, and the solid curves show the total 
fit. Not shown on the plots are a total of three candidates with measured 
proper times greater than 10 ps 

Table 2. Systematic uncertainties on the fitted lifetimes from the D'*'^ 
analysis 

Source of uncertainty To (ps) T+ (ps) -/n, 
B momentum reconstruction 
Background treatment 
Signal composition 
Decay length resolution 
D'-*^-Kt.*v relative efficiency 

Total 

+l).()30 
-0.027 

±0.025 
±0.013 
±0.010 
±0.008 

+0.043 
-n.041 

+0.030 
-0.027 

±0.023 
±0.018 
±0.010 
±0.007 

+0.044 
-0.(M2 

±0.010 
±0.014 
±0.015 
±0.010 
±0.008 

±0.026 

The proper time distributions of the two samples are 
shown in Fig. 3, with the results of the fit overlaid. 

As a check on the procedure, a measurement of the I)° 
lifetime has been performed. The 5 ° flight distance is calcu-
lated as the distance between the B and ff^ decay vertices, 
projected onto the D" direction. An unbinned likelihood fit 
to the 1727 events yields 

r^o = 0.404 ± 0.012 (stat) ps, 

in agreement with the world average value TQH 
0.004 ps [8]. 

0.415 ± 

(Gaussian plus one positive and one negative exponential 
tail) was tried and the resulting differences in the fitted life-
times were taken as a systematic uncertainty. 

The systematic uncertainty due to the signal composition 
was determined by varying the independent branching frac-
tions within their uncertainties (Appendix). In principle, the 
fitted number of D'^l* candidates could be overestimated 
due to the possible presence of a real D" combined with 
a random track such that the value of Mf)o^ — MQO falls 
within the signal region. The level of such an effect was 
found to be less than 1% by considering the sidebands of 
the MQO^ — Mjjo distribution. The uncertainty on the life-
time measurement due to this effect is included. 

Although the signal composition coefficients are inde-
pendent of the nominal reconstruction efficiencies, the rela-
tive efficiencies 

enter into the calculation and this uncertainty has been prop-
agated to the systematic uncertainty on the lifetimes. The 
values of e** and their uncertainties are given in the Ap-
pendix. 

The uncertainty due to the decay length resolution func-
tion was estimated by allowing a variation of its parameters 
consistent with their statistical error plus a systematic effect 
due to uncertainties in the Monte Carlo model of the decay 
length resolution. 

4 Measurements using fully reconstructed hadronic 
decays 

In the second method, the B* and B" candidates were fully 
reconstructed using some of their hadronic decay modes 
B -> DX and B -^ ipX (Table 3). This method leads 
to the reconstruction of the B decay length with a resolu-
tion of about 200 ^m and of the B boost with a resolution 
better than 1%. The resolution on the boost is better than 
that obtained on the momentum due to correlations between 
the reconstructed mass and momentum of the B candidate. 
Moreover, the B* and i?" samples are very well separated. 
Nevertheless, the number of candidates which can be re-
constructed with such a method is small, due to the small 
branching fractions of hadronic decays and to their low se-
lection efficiency. 

3.3.4 Systematic uncertainties. Several sources of system-
atic uncertainty have been considered and are summarized 
in Table 2. 

The systematic uncertainty in the B momentum resolu-
tion comes mainly from the uncertainty in the D** content 
of semileptonic B decays. There is approximately a 2% un-
certainty on the B momentum resolution function [10]. 

Uncertainties in the background fractions and proper 
time distributions have been considered. Different back-
ground samples have been selected by varying the sideband 
regions (for example, adding events from the lower sideband, 
which were excluded when determining the lifetime) and by 
using events with wrong-sign correlations. Additionally, an 
alternative parametrization of the proper time distributions 

4.1 Candidate selection 

Electrons and muons with momenta greater than 1 GeV/c 
and 2.5 GeV/c, respectively, were selected for this analysis. 
Charged kaon candidates were required to have momenta 
greater than 2 GeV/c and specific energy loss such that XK > 
—2.5 and XK+XTT < 1- For charged pion candidates [XTT] < 3 
was required. Neutral kaons were reconstructed in the decay 

To reconstruct the B —> DX channels, cuts were applied 
on the D candidate momentum {po), the X particle momen-
tum ipx) and the B candidate energy [XB = EB/E^^.^^), as 
shown in Table 4. With the exception of the K*Tr~ chan-
nel, the Z5" final states were required to be consistent with 
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Interaction point 

Fig. 1. Schematic representation of B decay topologies reconstructed with 
the three methods described in this article 

only and | cos 611 < 0.69 for both layers. Outside the VDET 
particles traverse the inner tracking chamber (ITC) and the 
time projection chamber (TPC). The ITC is a cylindrical 
drift chamber with eight axial wire layers at radii between 
16 and 26 cm. The TPC measures up to 21 space points 
per track at radii between 40 and 171 cm, and also pro-
vides up to 338 measurements of the specific energy loss 
(dE/dx) of each charged track. A K/TT separation of ap-
proximately 2(7 is achieved for charged tracks with momenta 
greater than 3 GeV/c. The quantity XH (H = TT, K, etc.), 
used in the dE/dx selection criteria, is defined as the dif-
ference between the measured and expected specific energy 
loss expressed in terms of standard deviations for the mass 
hypothesis H. Studies on simulated events have shown that 
the criterion XK + X-n < 1 is more effective in selecting 
kaons and rejecting pions than a simple one-dimensional re-
quirement on XK or XTT- Tracking- is performed in a 1.5 T 
magnetic field provided by a superconducting solenoid. The 
combined tracking system yields a momentum resolution of 
cr(j>T)/PT = 0.6 X 1 0 - ^ P T © 0.005 (pr in GeV/c) and the 
impact parameter resolution is given by a{6) = 25 + 95/p 
/im (p in GeV/c) for both the rcj) and z projections [6]. 

The electromagnetic calorimeter (ECAL) is a lead/wire-
chamber sandwich operated in proportional mode. The calo-
rimeter is read out in projective towers that subtend typically 
0.9° X 0.9° in solid angle and that are segmented in three 
longitudinal sections. The hadron calorimeter (HCAL) uses 
the iron return yoke as the absorber. Hadronic showers are 
sampled by 23 planes of streamer tubes, with analog projec-
tive tower and digital hit pattern readout. The HCAL is used 
in combination with two layers of muon chambers outside 
the magnet for muon identification. 

The data samples used correspond to approximately 3 
million hadronic decays of the Z boson, collected in the pe-
riod 1991-1994. The charged track selection, common to 
all three analyses, required tracks to intersect an imaginary 
cylinder of radius 2 cm and half-length 4 cm centered on 
the nominal interaction point, have at least four TPC coor-
dinates, have polar angles 6 such that | cos 9\ < 0.95 and 
have momenta greater than 200 MeV/c. 

3 Measurements using D'**^ combinations 

The method based on D^*''i combinations is able to mea-
sure separately the B'^ and B'^ lifetimes by exploiting the 
fact that B^ and B° mesons can be selected with purities 
between 70% and 80% by identifying events containing a 
£)"-lepton pair ( D T ) or L>*--lepton pair (D*^t), respec-
tively. 

3.1 Candidate selection 

The D*~t and D^t" event samples consist of an identified 
lepton (e or jx) associated with a D*~ or 15° candidate. The 
selection of muons and electrons is described in detail in 
ref. [7]. For this analysis, lepton candidates were required to 
have momenta of at least 3 GeV/c. D*~ and D° candidates 
were reconstructed from charged tracks that formed an angle 
of less than 45° with the lepton candidate. 

The D*~ candidates were identified via the decay 
D*' -^ D^-K', followed by either 5 ° -> isT+Tr-, 5 ° -^ 
K*TX~'K*-K^ or D " -^ K^Ti^Ti^. The difference in mass 
between the D*~ and D° candidates was required to lie 
within 1.5 MeV/c^ (approximately two standard deviations 
of the experimental resolution) of the world average value 
of 145.6 MeV/c^ [8]. 

The three D*~i* subsamples suffer from varying 
amounts of background, so different selection criteria have 
been chosen for each channel. For the subsample where 
5 ° -^ K*-K~, the momentum of the £>" was required to 
be greater than 5 GeV/c. 

The other two D*~i* subsamples suffer from greater 
combinatorial background and therefore more stringent se-
lection criteria were applied. For the 5 ° -^ K^TT'TT'^TT' 
channel, the 5 ° momentum had to be greater than 8 GeV/c. 
When dE/dx information was available for the K track 
(at least 50 wire measurements), it was required to satisfy 
XK + XTI- < 1 (Sect. 2). At least two of the D° decay tracks 
had to have momentum greater than 1 GeV/c. If, for a given 
detected lepton, more than one combination satisfied these 
selection criteria, the best combination was selected, based 
on the value of the x' of the B vertex fit (discussed below). 

For the l)° -^ K'^'n^w'^ channel, TT^'S were reconstructed 
from pairs of photons identified in ECAL. The momenta of 
the TT'^ candidates were corrected by performing a fit which 
constrained the candidate mass to the TT° mass. Neutral pion 
candidates with momenta greater than 2 GeV/c were used 
to form D° candidates. The momenta of the D^ candidates 
were required to be greater than 10 GeV/c, while the two 
charged tracks in the decay were required to have at least 
0.5 GeV/c of momentum. The same dE/dx criterion was 
applied to this channel as to the 5 ° —> i^^7r~7r"^7r~ channel 
above. Furthermore the decay kinematics were required to 
be consistent with at least one of three possible resonant final 
states, which nearly saturate the total K'^TV~TT° rate: K*p~, 
K*^!^" or K*^-K°. For each decay hypothesis the mass of the 
resonant particle and the cosine of the helicity angle, defined 
as the angle between the scalar particle and one of the decay 
products of the vector particle calculated in the rest frame 
of the vector particle, were calculated. The helicity angle is 
distributed as cos~ 9H for the resonant states listed above. If 
the mass was within two standard deviations of the expected 
value (both the natural widths of the resonances and the mass 
resolution were taken into account) and the absolute value 
of the cosine of the helicity angle was greater than 0.4, the 
candidate was considered consistent with the resonant decay 
hypothesis. In the case of more than one £5" candidate per 
identified lepton. the candidate with the measured value of 
MQO^ — MQO that is closest to the expected mass difference 
was chosen. For this channel it was not possible to use the 
B vertex x' criterion, as in the Z?" —> A'"^7r~7r^7r" case, 
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Table 8. B" semileptonic branching ratios for To = r+. The corresponding B* decay channels 
are also listed. The uncertainties on Bi-Bf, are large and highly correlated and are therefore not 
shown. Quantities with uncertainties shown are independent 

J5" BR (%) Corresponding B* Decay 
B\ =B{B° -* D'^tu) 
Bi = B{B° -^ D-rv) 
B3 = B(B'' ^ D'-n°e*iy) 
Bi = BiB" -^ D-^TT-tiy) 
Bi = 5 ( 5 " -^ D--iT°tu) 
Bi = B{B° -^ D''ii~eu) 
Be = BiB" -^ tX) 

= 4.50 ± 0.45 
= 1.9 ±0 .5 
= 0.49 
= 0.93 
= 0.95 
= 1.90 
= 10.4 ±1.1 

B | = B(B* -+ D'"ru) 
Bi = 5(5+ -^ D°eu) 
B* = B(B* 
BI = B(B* 
B+ = B(B* 
BI = B(B* 

D*-7r+^+^) = 0.93 ±0.32 

ALEPH 

10 15 
Proper time (ps) 

Table 9. Contributions of B" and B* decays to the D"^ t and D'^t event 
samples 

D'-t 
B" B . B | + e r - B . B 3 

"D¥^ 

B+ i t •B.S4 
e«„(B»B| + e**B.B3) + el^(B^ + Be) 

^ [BI + B2 + e;*(B3 + B5) + e^'ei,nB«B4)] 

7 Appendix - Determination of sample compositions 
for the D^*'^l analysis 

Fig. 7. Fit results for the signal and the background sample (inset). For 
the signal sample the dashed and dotted curves are the combinatorial back-
ground contribution and the total background, including B* —> •K*XD*~ 
decays, respectively 

A second method, using fully reconstructed hadronic B*' and 
B^ decays, obtained 

To= 1.25l^;' |i±0.05 ps, 

T-+ , CO+0.21 +0.04 _,„ 

1+ _ 1 97 +0.23 +0.03 
To ~ '• '"-0.19-0.02-

Finally, a method that uses a partial reconstruction technique 
to identify B° -^ D*~Tr*X decays gave the result 
m = 1 49+0.17+0.08 
'0 - i •^='-0.15-0.06 P^-
Events that were selected by more than one analysis were 
retained only once, such that the three measurements are sta-
tistically independent. A total of eight events were removed 
in this way. Combined results were obtained by summing 
the log-likelihood functions of the analyses. In this way the 
means and statistical uncertainties were obtained. The dif-
ferent nature of the analyses leads to independent systematic 
uncertainties, permitting the use of a simple weighted aver-
age for the combined systematic uncertainties. 

The combined results, which supersede previous A L E P H 
measurements of the B° and B* lifetimes [2], are 
To= 1.55 ±0 .06 ±0 .03 ps, 
T+ = 1.58 ± 0.09 ± 0.03 ps, 
^ = 1.03 ±0 .08 ±0 .02 . 

These combined results represent the most precise measure-
ments to date of the B° and B'^ lifetimes and their ra-
tio [2, 3]. They are consistent with theoretical expectations; 
however, the current precision of the measurements does not 
yet probe lifetime differences below the 5% level, which is 
the region of theoretical interest. The current precision is 
sufficient for other purposes, for example in the extraction 
of lVr_f,\ using the decay i?" -> D*-ti'( [18, 19]. 

Table 8 shows the six 5 ° decay channels considered in the 
determination of the sample composition coefficients. Possi-
ble modes with two or more non-resonant pions in the final 
state or with D** decaying into D^*^ plus two or more pions 
were assumed negligible. The branching ratios of the modes 
considered have been determined in the following way: 

1. B\ and Bi have been taken from measurements at C L E O 
and A R G U S [8, 19, 20, 21]. 

2. It was assumed that the inclusive semileptonic branching 
ratio of 5 " mesons is given by the sum of the exclusive 
channels considered. 

Bt. = B{B^^tX)^Y^B,. 
i=l 

This quantity has also been measured at C L E O and 
A R G U S [22]. 

3. The A L E P H measurement [23] of 

B{b -+ D^-ir^tiyX) = (3.6 ± 1.2) x 10"^ 

has been used to determine B^. It has been assumed that 
this final state comes from B* decays. Thus, dividing 
by the" fraction of h quarks hadronizing into B* (fd = 
0.388 ±0 .025 [18, 24]) one obtains 

BI : B{B^ -^ D'-iT^tiy) = (9.3 ± 3.2) x 10" 

In decays of the type B —» D^*^7r£i', it was assumed 
that the D^*^TT states are produced with a fixed value of 
isospin, I = \/2 (as is the case if the decay proceeds via 
D**). Then isospin conservation implies 

B4 
B, 

B, 
B, 

= 2. 

These conditions along with (2) permit the calculation of all 
the necessary B^ and i?* branching ratios. The uncertain-
ties on these branching ratios are large and highly correlated 
and thus not very meaningful. The quantities B^, B\, Bi and 
i?4 are the independent quantities used to calculate the B*^ 
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5 ⇤b Lifetime from ⇤`+`� combinations

A third sample of ⇤b baryons is reconstructed using ⇤+
c `

�

combinations with semileptonic decay of the ⇤+
c :

⇤b �! ⇤+
c `

�
1 ⌫X

|�! ⇤`+2 ⌫X
|�! p⇡� ,

i.e. a double semileptonic decay. A similar technique was
used in the aleph measurement of the B0

s lifetime using
�`+`� combinations [22].

5.1 Sources of ⇤`+`� combinations

Five sources of ⇤`+`� combinations are considered. They
are:

(A) ⇤b ! ⇤+
c `

�
1 ⌫X, ⇤+

c ! ⇤`+2 ⌫X
(B) ⌅�/0

b ! ⌅0/+
c `�1 ⌫X, ⌅0/+

c ! ⌅�/0`+2 ⌫X,
⌅�/0 ! ⇤⇡�/0

(C) B ! D`�1 ⌫X, D ! `+2 ⌫X + fragmentation ⇤
(D) B ! D`�1 ⌫X, D ! `+2 ⌫X + combinatorial ⇤
(E) B ! J/ X, J/ ! `�1 `

+
2 + ⇤

The first is the signal process, used to measure the lifetime
of the ⇤b. The second process is due to the same decay of
the strange b baryon, and di↵ers from the signal process
only in the presence of an extra pion. The third source
is due to two leptons from double semileptonic b quark
decay (b ! c`�1 ⌫, c ! s`+2 ⌫) combined with a ⇤ produced
in the fragmentation process. Random track combinations
that sum to the ⇤ mass combined with the same double
semileptonic b decay form the fourth source. Decays of the
J/ , the fifth source, are specifically rejected and do not
enter the sample. Hadrons misidentified as leptons were
found to contribute negligibly as the first lepton. They
contribute slightly for `2 and are included in background
sources (C) and (D).

5.2 Selection criteria

Lambda baryons are selected using the algorithm de-
scribed in Sect. 3, with the minimum momentum lowered
to 2 GeV/c, and the minimum decay radius to 1 cm. The
p and ⇡� are identified via their ionization energy loss in
the tpc, when such a measurement is available. Proton
candidates are required to satisfy �p +�⇡ < 0 where �i is
the normalized dE/dx under hypothesis i. The ⇡� candi-
date’s ionization is required to lie within three standard
deviations of expectation.

The proton and pion candidates are fitted to a com-
mon vertex and rejected if the probability of such a vertex
is less than 10�4, which reduces the combinatorial back-
ground. The p⇡� invariant mass is required to lie within
two standard deviations of the nominal ⇤ mass, taking
into account the momentum dependence as in Sect. 3.

Electron candidates for `1 are required to have at least
2 GeV/c of momentum. The first lepton is also required to
have a transverse momentum with respect to its nearest
jet of at least 1 GeV/c. The second lepton, coming from
the charm baryon decay, is expected to have a softer mo-
mentum spectrum. Electron candidates for `2 of at least 2
GeV/c must pass the same identification requirements as
for `1 . However, electrons of between 1 and 2 GeV/c are
accepted if ionization energy loss information is available
and is incompatible with the proton hypothesis by at least
two standard deviations, as in [22]. From simulation this
results in a 17% relative increase in selection e�ciency for
this decay mode. Muon candidates for both `1 and `2 are
required to have at least 3 GeV/c of momentum.

To ensure accurate decay length reconstruction, the
two leptons are required to have at least one vdet space
point measurement each. They must form a common ver-
tex with probability greater than 1%; this helps to elim-
inate the background due to processes (C) and (D) and
leptons from hadrons decaying in flight. The lepton pair
is also required to have invariant mass greater than 100
MeV/c2 and outside the range 3.0 – 3.15 GeV/c2, to avoid
photon conversions and J/ decays.

The invariant mass of the ⇤ and `+2 is required to be
less than 2.3 GeV/c2, and that of the two leptons and the
⇤ greater than 2.3 GeV/c2. This ordering of the two lep-
tons allows a comparison of their charge with the baryon
number of the lambda. Requiring a right-sign combina-
tion then reduces the combinatorial background by half.
In addition, the ⇤`�1 `

+
2 invariant mass is required to be

less than 5.6 GeV/c2.
As the signal decay has low multiplicity, candidate

hemispheres are required to have at most nine charged
or neutral energy flow [10] objects with cos ✓ > 0.95 with
respect to `1. This requirement eliminates 50% of the re-
maining background events while retaining 90% of the sig-
nal events, according to simulation.

Double semileptonic ⌅b decays, (B), di↵er from the
signal process only in the presence of an additional ⇡ from
the decay ⌅ ! ⇤⇡ at the end of the decay chain. In order
to suppress this physics background, a search is performed
for the final pion. If one is found that forms an invariant
mass with the ⇤ within 15 MeV/c2 of the ⌅� mass (50
MeV/c2 for the ⇡0 from ⌅0), the event is rejected. For
the charged pion, this search eliminates 75% of the back-
ground process while retaining 94% of the signal, accord-
ing to simulation. The neutral case is more di�cult, 26%
of these background events are found and rejected with
97% of signal decays retained.

5.3 E↵ective variable selection

To obtain the best selection e�ciency after this preselec-
tion, an e↵ective variable technique is used to combine
variables to discriminate between background and signal
processes. This technique has been used in previous aleph
analyses and is explained in detail there [23,24].

Only kinematic observables are used in constructing
the e↵ective variable, Xe↵ . Table 6 lists the quantities used
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Table 5 
Sources of systematic uncertainty in the At lifetime 

Source Uncertainty ( ps) 

Combinatorial background fraction 
Combinatorial background shape 
Physics background (1.5 f 1.5 events) 
Resolution function 
At decay model (20% f20% four-body) 
b fragmentation 
At polarization (PA; = -3Oz?$%) 
Ev calibration 
Ai mass (5.6fO.l) GeV/c* 

fO.O1 
f0.04 
Zto.03 
10.01 
f0.02 
&O.Ol 
5 0.01 
2 0.01 
Zto.02 

Total 0.06 

3 Ns 

.C = n n ((1 - .f$iik) ~sig(fi,k9~*~) 

k=l i i=l 

$$‘” 

+ _fL$jk Pback(ti,k)} X fl Fback ( tj,k > . 
j=l 

The probability density function I’sis of the A: sig- 
nal consists of an exponential function of lifetime 
rh;, convoluted with the resolution function discussed 
above and with the K  distribution. The probability 
density function P&k for combinatorial background 
events consists of two components: one has zero life- 
time and the other is an exponential function with 
non-zero lifetime. Each component is convoluted with 
the resolution function. Fig. 4 shows the result of the 
simultaneous fit of the Ai signal and combinatorial 
background events. The fitted A! lifetime is 

r*; = 1.02 “_o; ps, 

where the quoted error is statistical. 

4.3. Systematic errors 

Various sources of systematic uncertainties in rAb 
measurement have been considered. Their contribu- 
tions are summarised in Table 5. 

Varying the number of combinatorial background 
events in the peak within its statistical error leads to 
a A: lifetime change of f0.01 ps. Using an alterna- 
tive parametrisation of the proper time distribution of 
background events leads to a A: lifetime change of 
0.04 ps. 

‘;; ‘lo 

a 

c 

2 
i3 

30 
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Fig. 4. The proper-time distribution of the At candidates in the 
A$!- sample. The shaded area corresponds to the proper-time 
distribution of the combinatorial background. The solid line is the 
result of the maximum likelihood fit described in the text. The inset 
shows the proper time distribution of the combinatorial background 
from wrong-sign events and events in right-sign sidebands. The 
fraction of combinatorial background events with zero lifetime 
differs among the 3 A$ decay modes. It is 27% on average. 

The contribution of background process B -+ 
AzX!-v to the number of right-sign events in the 
peak is 1.5 f 1.5. Adding an exponential component 
to the background probability density function to re- 
produce the possible lifetime bias introduced by these 
events leads to a A: lifetime variation of f0.03 ps. 

To estimate the systematic error due to the decay 
length resolution function, an alternative parametrisa- 
tion consisting of two Gaussians is used. Varying the 
widths of the Gaussian by f20% and the relative frac- 
tion of the second Gaussian from 0 to 0.2 changes the 
A: lifetime by f0.01 ps. 

The final state multiplicity in A: semileptonic decay 
may consist of four or more particles, though by anal- 
ogy with B mesons three-body decays should dom- 
inate. Using (20 f 20) % four-body decays such as 
A: + A,fe??rO/po yields a A: lifetime change of 
f0.02 ps. 

The K  distribution depends on Monte Carlo inputs 
such as the fragmentation scheme [22] and the A: 
polarization [ 171. The effects of these inputs on the 
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Table 7. Source fractions and lifetimes used in the likelihood
fit to the ⇤b lifetime in the ⇤`+`� decay mode. Derivations
are given in the text

Source N events Fraction Lifetime
(%) (ps)

⌅b 2.7 +2.7
�1.5 5.9 +5.9

�3.3 1.39 +0.35
�0.27

Fragmentation ⇤ 1.6 ± 0.4 3.4 ± 0.8 1.89 +0.39
�0.31

Combinatorial ⇤ 2.2 ± 1.0 4.7 ± 2.3 2.45 +0.48
�0.38

⇤b 39.5 +1.9
�2.9 86.0 +4.0

�6.3 –

5.5 Estimate of the ⇤b proper decay time
and likelihood fit to the lifetime

As in the ⇤+
c `� analysis described in Sect. 4, the proper

time of each ⇤b candidate is inferred from measurements
of its momentum and decay length. The mass of the ⇤b
used is 5621 ± 5 MeV/c2 [21].

As the ⇤ decays well outside the vertex detector, the
decay length of the ⇤b is estimated as the three-dimen-
sional separation between the vertex formed by the two
lepton tracks and that of the primary interaction point,
projected onto the flight direction of the ⇤`+`� system.
Due to the ⇤+

c lifetime, this causes a slight overestimate
of the decay length which is taken into account in the
lifetime fit.

This decay length estimation method has a core reso-
lution of approximately 270±40 µm for 72% of the events
and 1010 ± 110 µm for the remainder. These values are
taken from simulation and have been scaled by 1.08 ±
0.13, the observed di↵erence in resolution between lepton-
hadron vertices of negative decay length fitted in data
and in the aleph Monte Carlo. A similar scaling was per-
formed in [22]. The o↵set due to the ⇤+

c lifetime is 52µm.
The momentum of the ⇤b is calculated from the mea-

sured momentum sum of the ⇤`+`� system and an esti-
mate of the momentum taken away by the two neutrinos.
This missing energy technique is identical to that used in
the ⇤+

c `� analysis described in Sect. 4. The  distribution
has a mean of 0.96 and an rms of 17% for this decay mode.

The lifetime is measured with an unbinned maximum
likelihood fit to the proper time distribution of the 46
⇤`+`� events. The likelihood is similar to that described
in Sect. 4. In addition to the signal process, there are com-
ponents for the three backgrounds: processes (B), (C) and
(D), whose assumed contributions to the sample were de-
scribed above and summarized in Table 7. The other in-
puts to the likelihood fit are described here.

The average of the aleph and delphi measurements
of the ⌅b baryon lifetime [24,25] is 1.39+0.35

�0.27 ps. In order to
use this lifetime in the fit, a  distribution independent of
that for the signal process is used, taken from simulation.
It has a mean slightly lower than that for the signal process
due to the missing pion.

The fragmentation and combinatorial ⇤ backgrounds
are assigned an e↵ective lifetime in the likelihood. For
the fragmentation case, this is fitted to the Monte Carlo.
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Fig. 8. Fit to the proper time distribution of the 46 candidates
reconstructed in the ⇤`+`� decay mode

The value obtained (Table 7) is higher than the average
b hadron lifetime due to the relatively low momentum of
fragmentation ⇤’s. Additionally, the longer D lifetime cre-
ates a `1`2 vertex further from the B decay point than the
⇤+

c does in the signal decay.
The e↵ective lifetime of the combinatorial background

is estimated from a fit to events in the upper sideband of
the ⇤ mass spectrum in the data, 1.14 < M(p⇡) < 1.18
GeV/c2. The selection criteria on the number of energy
flow objects and dE/dx were removed, selecting 36 events.
The e↵ective lifetime is higher than h⌧bi due to the under-
estimated momentum and overestimated decay length.

The result of the unbinned maximum likelihood fit to
the 46 events observed in data is ⌧(⇤b) = 1.33+0.28

�0.23 ps. The
quoted error is statistical in nature; the systematic uncer-
tainties and corrections are described below. The proper
time distribution of the data with the fit superimposed is
shown in Fig. 8.

5.6 Systematic uncertainties and corrections

The systematic uncertainties considered are listed in Ta-
ble 8 and described here.

– The background process fractions are varied by their
uncertainties, changing the fitted lifetime by ⌥0.023
ps. The combinatorial ⇤ fraction dominates.

– The errors on the decay length resolution, including a
100% variation of the o↵set due to ⌧(⇤+

c ), result in a
⌥0.021 ps variation in the fitted ⇤b lifetime.

– Allowing 20% of the signal decay process to be four-
body decays, i.e. ⇤b ! ⇤+

c `�⌫⇡0 or ⇢0, the  distri-
bution shifts and results in a correction of the fitted
lifetime of �0.020 ps. This contribution is varied by
±100%.

– Varying the input lifetimes of the three background
processes by their uncertainties results in a variation
of ⌥0.014 ps on the fitted lifetime. The uncertainty on
⌧(⌅b) contributes negligibly.

– The b quark fragmentation function is varied as in
Sect. 3; that is, hxbi = 0.715 ± 0.030, twice the un-
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Fig. 2. The vertex detector hit separation for tracks passing 
through overlapping wafers in (a) the ~I#J view and (b) the rz 
view. 

3.2. Drift chamber 

The vertex detector is surrounded by a conventional 
cylindrical drift chamber [1,3]. It measures the r$~ position 
of a track on eight concentric layers of hexagonal drift 
cells at radii between 16 and 26 cm, with adjacent layers 
staggered by half a cell width. The resolution depends on 
the drift length in the cell, with an average of 150 pm. The 
position of tracks along the beam direction is also deter- 
mined by measuring the difference in arrival time of the 
signals at each end of the wires. This has a resolution of a 
few cm and is not used in the standard tracking, but allows 
the implementation of a three-dimensional first-level track 
trigger [3]. 

The position of the drift chamber relative to the TPC is 
determined with data. Initial values of the alignment con- 
stants are determined with the help of cosmic ray tracks 
and survey data. The three translational alignment parame- 
ters and the three Euler angles relative to the TPC are then 
measured with tracks from the processes Z -+ p*t.- and 
Z -+ qq, by minimizing the residuals between the mea- 
sured hits and the expected hit positions of tracks extrapo- 
lated from the TPC into the drift chamber. 

3.3. Time projection chamber 

The TPC [1,4] provides 21 three-dimensional space- 
point measurements for fully contained tracks at radii 
between 30 and 180 cm. The ionization charge is recorded 
at two end-plates by a system of proportional wire cham- 
bers (known as sectors), read out using segmented cathode 
pads arranged in 21 concentric circles. 

The relative alignment of the 18 sectors on each end- 
plate is determined with two-track events from the process 
Z -+ CL+tJ-, where the radially outgoing muons have their 
momentum constrained to the beam energy in the fit. The 
positions of each sector in the ~I#J and rz planes are 
determined by minimizing the azimuthal and longitudinal 
deviations between track segments fitted in the individual 

sectors and track segments fitted in the inner tracking 
detectors. 

The quality of the track reconstruction in the TPC 
depends critically on precise knowledge of systematic 
distortions of the tracks during the drift of their ionization 
towards the end-plates. Distortions due to inhomogeneities 
of the magnetic and electric fields are determined from a 
magnetic field map, as measured in 1987 [l], and from the 
straightness of reconstructed laser tracks in the TPC. A 
detailed description of the methods to calibrate drift-field 
distortions with the laser system can be found in Ref. [4]. 

For the measurement of z coordinates one needs to 
know the drift velocity of electrons in the TPC gas and the 
time difference between the beam crossing and the start of 
digitization. This time difference is constant, so the drift 
velocity can be set by requiring that the tracks from 
hadronic Z events in the two halves of the TPC come from 
the same origin. The drift velocity change is determined 
and updated on a run-by-run basis in a precursor to the full 
event reconstruction. The method is regularly monitored 
by comparing the track polar angle reconstructed in the 
TPC to that observed in the vertex detector, and also by 
comparing measurements from the laser system. 

After all corrections an overall azimuthal coordinate 
resolution of a,, = 173 pm [4] is measured with leptonic 
Z decays for isolated coordinates. The longitudinal resolu- 
tion is crz = 740 pm for tracks with polar angles within 
10” of perpendicular to the beams. The resolution depends 
on the drift length and the orientation of the track relative 
to pads and wires. The measured dependence of the resolu- 
tion has been parametrized and is used to calculate the 
coordinate errors in the track fit. 

3.4. Track reconstruction 

Tracks are reconstructed starting in the TPC. Nearby 
hits are linked to form track segments, and the segments 
are connected to make tracks by requiring consistency with 
a helix hypothesis. These track candidates are extrapolated 
to the inner detectors where consistent hits are assigned. 
Coordinate errors are determined using the preliminary 
track parameters. The final track fit based on Kalman filter 
[5] techniques uses these errors and takes into account 
multiple scattering between each measurement. The track 
finding efficiency in the TPC has been studied using 
Monte Carlo simulation. In hadronic Z events, 98.6% of 
tracks that cross at least four pad rows in the TPC are 
reconstructed successfully; the small inefficiency, due to 
track overlaps and cracks, is reproduced to better than 
lop3 by the simulation. The efficiency of associating a 
vertex detector hit to an isolated track is about 94% per 
layer, within the geometrical acceptance. 

The performance of the track reconstruction is studied 
using Z -+ ~,+II.- decays. Fig. 3 shows the ratio of the 
beam energy to the measured momentum for tracks from 
dimuon events. Here a track is required to have at least 19 
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few cm and is not used in the standard tracking, but allows 
the implementation of a three-dimensional first-level track 
trigger [3]. 

The position of the drift chamber relative to the TPC is 
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Z -+ qq, by minimizing the residuals between the mea- 
sured hits and the expected hit positions of tracks extrapo- 
lated from the TPC into the drift chamber. 
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bers (known as sectors), read out using segmented cathode 
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Z -+ CL+tJ-, where the radially outgoing muons have their 
momentum constrained to the beam energy in the fit. The 
positions of each sector in the ~I#J and rz planes are 
determined by minimizing the azimuthal and longitudinal 
deviations between track segments fitted in the individual 

sectors and track segments fitted in the inner tracking 
detectors. 

The quality of the track reconstruction in the TPC 
depends critically on precise knowledge of systematic 
distortions of the tracks during the drift of their ionization 
towards the end-plates. Distortions due to inhomogeneities 
of the magnetic and electric fields are determined from a 
magnetic field map, as measured in 1987 [l], and from the 
straightness of reconstructed laser tracks in the TPC. A 
detailed description of the methods to calibrate drift-field 
distortions with the laser system can be found in Ref. [4]. 

For the measurement of z coordinates one needs to 
know the drift velocity of electrons in the TPC gas and the 
time difference between the beam crossing and the start of 
digitization. This time difference is constant, so the drift 
velocity can be set by requiring that the tracks from 
hadronic Z events in the two halves of the TPC come from 
the same origin. The drift velocity change is determined 
and updated on a run-by-run basis in a precursor to the full 
event reconstruction. The method is regularly monitored 
by comparing the track polar angle reconstructed in the 
TPC to that observed in the vertex detector, and also by 
comparing measurements from the laser system. 

After all corrections an overall azimuthal coordinate 
resolution of a,, = 173 pm [4] is measured with leptonic 
Z decays for isolated coordinates. The longitudinal resolu- 
tion is crz = 740 pm for tracks with polar angles within 
10” of perpendicular to the beams. The resolution depends 
on the drift length and the orientation of the track relative 
to pads and wires. The measured dependence of the resolu- 
tion has been parametrized and is used to calculate the 
coordinate errors in the track fit. 

3.4. Track reconstruction 

Tracks are reconstructed starting in the TPC. Nearby 
hits are linked to form track segments, and the segments 
are connected to make tracks by requiring consistency with 
a helix hypothesis. These track candidates are extrapolated 
to the inner detectors where consistent hits are assigned. 
Coordinate errors are determined using the preliminary 
track parameters. The final track fit based on Kalman filter 
[5] techniques uses these errors and takes into account 
multiple scattering between each measurement. The track 
finding efficiency in the TPC has been studied using 
Monte Carlo simulation. In hadronic Z events, 98.6% of 
tracks that cross at least four pad rows in the TPC are 
reconstructed successfully; the small inefficiency, due to 
track overlaps and cracks, is reproduced to better than 
lop3 by the simulation. The efficiency of associating a 
vertex detector hit to an isolated track is about 94% per 
layer, within the geometrical acceptance. 

The performance of the track reconstruction is studied 
using Z -+ ~,+II.- decays. Fig. 3 shows the ratio of the 
beam energy to the measured momentum for tracks from 
dimuon events. Here a track is required to have at least 19 
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Table 9. Measurements of the product branching fraction in each of the five reconstructed
decay modes of the ⇤+

c . Reconstruction e�ciencies are obtained from simulation; the relative
branching fractions are from [1]. The value of Br(⇤+

c ! pK�⇡+) used is 4.4 ± 0.6 %

Decay channel � (⇤+
c !X)

� (⇤+
c !pK�⇡+)

E�ciency (%) Br(b ! ⇤b) · Br(⇤b ! ⇤+
c `�⌫X)

⇤+
c ! pK�⇡+ 1.0 6.9 ± 0.1 0.85 ± 0.11 ± 0.13%

⇤+
c ! ⇤⇡+⇡+⇡� 0.66 ± 0.10 4.7 ± 0.1 0.79 ± 0.20 ± 0.18%

⇤+
c ! pK̄0 0.49 ± 0.07 10.1 ± 0.2 0.96 ± 0.23 ± 0.21%

⇤+
c ! ⇤⇡+ 0.18 ± 0.03 8.2 ± 0.2 0.74 ± 0.28 ± 0.18%

⇤+
c ! ⇤`+⌫ 0.52 ± 0.09 11.6 ± 0.3 0.92 ± 0.14 ± 0.22%

Average � � 0.86 ± 0.07 ± 0.14%

lifetime fit of the remaining 1031 ⇤`� combinations yields
⌧(b baryon) = 1.22±0.08±0.06 ps. The resulting average,
taking into account the correlated systematic uncertain-
ties, is

⌧(b baryon) = 1.21 ± 0.08 ps.

This value can be compared with the most recent mea-
surements of the b baryon lifetime [27] and with the world
average of the B0

d meson lifetime [1] of 1.56±0.06 ps. The
ratio of the lifetimes of ⇤b and B0 hadrons is 0.78 ± 0.06,
significantly smaller than the theoretical predictions [2,3].
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Measurements and discoveries

Galileo Galilei
• Measure what can be measured and make measurable 

what cannot be measured.

Freeman Dyson
• The effect of a concept-driven revolution is to explain 

old things in new ways. 
• The effect of a tool-driven revolution is to discover new 

things that have to be explained.
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